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Few Latin phrases have enjoyed as much note in post-Vatican II theological and liturgical studies as
lex orandi lex credendi, “the law of praying is the law of believing.”(1) It has been used to make claims
about the relationship between liturgy and doctrine and even about the dependence of doctrine
upon liturgy.(2) In fact, the phrase is so often invoked that one might think it belongs to the regula
fidei itself. Perhaps, however, the phrase is not as simple or ancient as it seems. In a frequently
overlooked passage of Mediator Dei, Pope Pius XII emphatically admonishes that the Church does
not teach, the Church does not command, “that axiom lex orandi lex credendi.”(3) The pope’s
repudiation of the axiom reflects a deeper appropriation of its patristic source than is exhibited by
those who today propose that the lex orandi is the lex credendi. Nevertheless, none of the phrase’s
commentators have grasped the very precise meaning intended by its original author. It is time it was
subjected to a thorough historical-critical analysis.
Original Form and Context
In its origins the phrase is quite different from the transmogrified form familiar today. It occurs in a
brief work known by various titles, including Indiculus de gratia Dei and Epistolae or Capitula
Caelestini.(4) These titles indicate the thrust of the work as well as the early attribution of the phrase
to Celestine I (422-432). The Indiculus is not about worship but rather the relationship between
divine grace and human free will.
From the sixteenth century, editors were suspicious of its attribution to Celestine, and today it is
recognized as a work of Prosper of Aquitaine.(5) Prosper wrote the Indiculus as a theological aid for
Sixtus III shortly after Julian of Eclanum unsuccessfully pleaded his cause before the Roman pontiff
in 439.(6) It contains a series of citations from popes Innocent I and Zosimus (Prosper does use the
title papa), along with several canons from a synod of Carthage approved by the Roman see, all
presented as authorities refuting the Pelagianism espoused by Julian.(7)
The first step toward discerning the intended meaning of the original phrase is to analyze the
passage in which it appears, chapter eight of the Indiculus:
Besides the inviolable sanctions of the most blessed and apostolic see, with which
the most pious fathers, having cast down the pride of the pestilential novel teaching,
taught us to ascribe to the grace of Christ the origins of good will, the growth of
commendable efforts, and perseverance in them to the end, let us also consider the
sacraments of priestly prayers that, having been handed down by the apostles, are
uniformly practiced throughout the whole world and in every Catholic church, ut
legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi. For when the bishops of the holy peoples observe
the mandates committed to them by office in the presence of divine mercy, they
plead the cause of the human race, and while the whole Church sighs deeply with
them, they entreat and pray that faith may be given to unbelievers, that idol

worshippers may be freed from the errors of their impiety, that the light of truth may
appear to the Jews, the veil over their heart having been removed, that heretics may
regain their senses by perception of the Catholic faith, that schismatics may receive
the spirit of revived charity, that the remedies of penance may be granted to the
lapsed, and finally that the court of heavenly mercy may be opened to catechumens
when they are led to the sacraments of regeneration. The effect of these very things
demonstrates that they are not asked from the Lord either vainly or in a perfunctory
manner: seeing that God deigns to draw many out of every kind of error, whom
delivered from the power of darkness he might transfer into the kingdom of the Son
of his charity (Col 1:13), and from vessels of wrath he might make vessels of mercy
(Rom 9:22). This is so much thought to be entirely divine work, that to the God
accomplishing these things thanksgiving and praise are always rendered for the
illumination or the correction of such people.(8)
As it appears here, then, the phrase is “ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi.” Pius XII labels this
wording of the axiom, “renowned and venerable.”(9) The argument in which Prosper uses it can be
summarized as follows: Throughout the world, Catholic priests (that is, sacerdotes) supplicate God, in
accordance with the apostolic tradition, for the conversion of pagans, Jews, heretics, schismatics,
penitents, and catechumens. God answers these prayers by drawing such people to himself, as we
recognize by giving Him thanks and praise. The fact that God moves the hearts of these ignorant,
weak, and wicked people who have no merits of their own indicates that every movement of the
human will for good comes from the grace of God.
Prosper’s “lex supplicandi”
What then is Prosper’s “lex supplicandi”? When the Indiculus is juxtaposed with a parallel passage in De
vocatione omnium gentium, one can see that Prosper’s referent is very precise.(10) His “lex supplicandi” is
Paul’s exhortation in 1 Timothy 2:1-4: “I beseech therefore that first supplications (obsecrationes),
petitions, thanksgivings be made for all men, for kings, and for all who are in authority.... For this is
good and acceptable before God our Savior, who wills that all men be saved, and come into
knowledge of the truth.”(11) After quoting 1 Timothy 2:1-6 and calling the passage a rule of
apostolic teaching (doctrinae apostolicae regula), Prosper goes on to explain:
But what does she [the Church] beg for them if not that they leave their errors and
be converted to God, that they accept the faith, accept charity, and they be freed
from the shadows of ignorance and come to the knowledge of the truth? They
cannot do this by themselves: they are struggling under the weight of vicious habits
and are ensnared by the bonds of Satan. They are powerless before their own
deceptions; so stubbornly do they cling to them that they love falsehood in the
measure truth should be loved. Hence the merciful and just Lord wishes to be
supplicated (supplicari) for all men. When we see countless souls drawn out of such
deep misery, we should have no doubt that God is granting a prayerful request.
While thanking Him for those who are saved, we should hopefully pray that the
same divine grace may deliver from the power of darkness those who are still
without light and conduct them into the kingdom of God before they depart this
life.(12)

Citing 1 Timothy 2:1-2 a second time, Prosper labels the Apostle Paul’s command—in reality a
command of the Lord—a “law of supplication” (legem supplicationis). “Thus the devotion of all the
priests and of all the faithful,” he writes, “harmoniously keeps that law of supplication, such that
there is no part of the world in which prayers of this kind are not practiced by Christian
peoples.”(13) From this perspective, Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” or “doctrinae apostolicae regula,” here
designated “lex supplicationis,” is precisely the precept to pray for all found in 1 Timothy 2.(14) This
type of language is not entirely unique to Prosper. Ambrosiaster refers to the same passage as an
“ecclesiastical rule” (regula ecclesiastica) to pray (supplicare) kept by Christian priests (sacerdotes).(15)
Not all early Christian prayer, however, was liturgical prayer. The common assumption that
Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” refers to the liturgy must be re-examined, for Prosper himself does not
restrict the application of this rule to “liturgy”—a concept unknown to him, as will be discussed
below. He rather conceives “lex supplicandi” as referring to prayer in general, perhaps but not
necessarily including officially sanctioned and corporate prayer.
This thesis challenges the scholarly arguments that Prosper’s list of prayer requests represents an
ancient universal prayer (oratio universalis) or prayer of the faithful within the Roman Mass. Louis
Duchesne posited that the solemn prayers after the readings on Good Friday were the remnant of a
set of prayers of the faithful that were formerly placed there within every Mass.(16) Several scholars
expanded Duchesne’s theory, especially R. H. Connolly and M. Cappuyns.(17) Both discussed the
relevant passages from Prosper within an argument that the solemn intercessions of Good Friday
represented a prayer of the faithful that once constituted part of the ordinary of the Mass, placed
between the Gospel and the Offertory.(18) Joseph Jungmann also ascribed to this hypothesis and
further argued that the oratio universalis was eventually replaced by the intercessory prayers within the
Canon and the Kyrie litany.(19) Finally, Paul De Clerk recapitulated these studies in his masterful
work on the topic, which is taken as definitive today.(20) He followed up on Cappuyns to argue that
Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” indeed reflects the solemn orations of Good Friday, but that these
orations originally were not limited to Good Friday. They were, he continued, recited much more
frequently; thus he equated them with a prayer of the faithful within the ordinary of the Mass.(21)
De Clerk claims that Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” has three levels of meaning. The first is the law,
precept, or order in 1 Timothy 2. The second is the application of this law on the part of the Church
“and concretely in the universal prayer.” The third is the formulation of this supplication or the
categories of people mentioned.(22) The first and third meanings De Clerk proposes are
indisputable, but this is not the case with the second. De Clerk claims, “it is clear that Prosper, by
the petitions which he cites in his two texts, makes allusion to the content of the general
intercessions as they were said at his time.”(23) In fact this is not clear at all. When this theory first
began to be proposed, it found a formidable critic in Edmund Bishop. Among liturgists his opinion
has been that of a minority, but it also has been powerful enough that proponents of the theory are
continually impelled to note it.(24) More recently, Italian scholar Vincenzo Raffa has also questioned
the theory that there was a prayer of the faithful in the early Roman Mass. As Raffa notes, there are
a number of problems with the various attempts to see prayers of the faithful as a common feature
of the Mass, especially on the basis of the Good Friday solemn orations, that manifestly did not
occur within a Mass. He points out that many of the ancient passages invoked to support this theory
could be explained as references to intercessions within the canon.(25)

Raffa helps to establish that Prosper is not referring to a practice in the ordinary of the ancient
Roman Mass. Nevertheless he shares the assumption that Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” demands a
liturgical context. That assumption becomes doubtful when one notes that the phenomenon to
which Prosper refers is also distinct from the solemn orations of Good Friday. Allowing for a nonliturgical “lex supplicandi” eliminates the need to summarily dismiss Prosper’s contention that these
prayers are performed “throughout the world and in every Catholic church,” given that the solemn
orations are unique to the Roman rite.(26) Finally, Prosper elsewhere writes that the Church prays
for her non-believing enemies daily (quotidie), in a passage that similarly lacks a liturgical context.(27)
Surely petitions occurring once a year on Good Friday could not be considered “daily.”
Thus, Prosper is not necessarily referring to any hieratic liturgical event when he writes that “the
bishops of the holy peoples observe the mandates committed to them by office, they plead the cause
of the human race, and ... the whole Church sighs deeply with them.”(28) He is rather reflecting the
context of the letter of 1 Timothy, which is addressed not to an entire Christian community (as with
Romans or Colossians) but rather to the leader of a community. This is why Prosper and
Ambrosiaster view the precept as in some way priestly (sacerdotalis) or directed especially at priests
(sacerdotes).
In Letter 194 Augustine interprets this passage as a reflection of the eucharistic liturgy. He is writing,
however, in response to a series of exegetical conundrums posed by his fellow bishop Paulinus, who
presumably has not yet found a satisfactory interpretation of the passage. More significantly,
Augustine uses language that suggests this is his own interpretation, rather than a traditional or
common one.(29) Other early authors interpret the precept in 1 Timothy as referring immediately
not to liturgical prayer in particular, but to Christian prayer in general—including the private prayer
of an individual. Origen provides a striking example. In his book On Prayer, he discusses the
difference between the four things Paul asks Timothy to offer: supplications (obsecrationes), prayers
(orationes), intercessions (postulatione), and thanksgivings (gratiarum actiones). In that order, examples he
gives for each type include Zechariah’s supplication for a son (implicit in Lk 1:13), Hannah’s prayer
for a child (1 Sm 1:10), Samson’s intercession for his death along with the Philistines’ (Jgs 16:30),
and Christ’s thanks to the Father in Luke 10:21.(30) None of these examples is properly liturgical;
they all depict individuals beseeching God. Closer to Prosper’s time John Chrysostom expounds on
the precept in question, which he clearly perceives as referring to all prayer, both liturgical and nonliturgical. Hence Chrysostom mentions the liturgical act of praying for the whole world in morning
and evening services, and then dwells at length on how the individual Christian should pray for his
or her enemies.(31)
Prosper most likely had read the ninth Conference (written 425-429) of John Cassian.(32) There
Cassian provides an interpretation of 1 Timothy 2:1-2 that is patently non-liturgical. This is evident
both in the examples he provides of each type of prayer from the words of Christ and in his
discussion of how each type is most apt for a Christian at a certain stage of the spiritual journey.(33)
Ambrosiaster’s above-mentioned “regula ecclesiastica” provides another example; there is no reason to
suppose that he is speaking of the Mass or any other liturgical context.(34) Pelagius, perhaps
Prosper’s ultimate bugbear, similarly gives no indication whatsoever of a liturgical referent in his
exposition of the passage.(35) Eucherius of Lyons, an exact contemporary and compatriot of
Prosper from his native Gaul, describes obsecrationes, orationes, postulationes, and gratiarum actiones
without the slightest hint that such types of prayers must be or even are offered within the

liturgy.(36) This can also be observed in a commentary under the name Primasius, which follows
Eucherius’ interpretation to the point of literary dependency.(37)
Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” is like the protestations of earlier apologists that Christians pray for the
emperor and other government employees; they do not require a referent in the public worship of
the Christian community.(38) Several passages from Augustine provide parallel examples, in which
he appeals to the universal non-liturgical (or not necessarily liturgical) prayer of Christians. To refute
Pelagian positions, Augustine uses the prayers of Christians for their enemies and of Christian
spouses for non-believing spouses—the former, like Prosper’s “lex supplicandi,” derived from a
precept of the New Testament (Mt 5:44).(39)“For if faith pertains above all to free will, and is not
given by God, then why,” he asks, “do we pray for those who do not will to believe, that they may
believe?”(40) Once again, such prayer need not presuppose any specifically liturgical context.
Looking again at the words “ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi,” note that Prosper uses “supplicandi”
(“of beseeching / entreating,” or more simply, “of petitioning”) rather than “orandi” (“of praying”).
In the context of the Indiculus the word is very precise, for the argument is based on Christian
prayers of intercession, beseeching from God the conversion of non-Catholics and sinners
according to the precept in 1 Timothy 2. Intercession is a certain type of prayer that ought not to be
confused with prayer in general.(41) The gradual separation of the phrase from its original context in
the theology of grace and free will encouraged a transformation of “supplicandi” to the more generic
“orandi,” as did its misapplication of Prosper’s “lex” to the liturgy. This transformation did not occur
in the Patristic period.(42)
As a final consideration, any temptation to equate Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” with “liturgy” ought to
be resisted. Commenting on Psalm 135, Augustine notes that Greek Christians call the “ministry or
service” that is due to God alone “liturgia” or “latria.”(43) This is the sole occasion on which
Augustine uses the word “liturgia.”(44) In City of God, he argues that the best term for describing the
worship owed to God alone is the Greek “latria.” This word, he testifies, is usually translated as
“servitus,” but in reality there is no adequate equivalent in the Latin language. Other possible
contenders he discusses include “cultus,” “religio,” and “pietas,” but none of these has the precise
content of “latria.”(45) Authors from late antiquity and the middle ages indicate what would today
be called “liturgy” with such words as “munus,” “ministerium,” “servitus,” “cultus,” and “officium.”(46) In
the passages scrutinized above, Prosper does not make use of any such terms approximating what
today is called “liturgy.”
Prosper’s “legem credendi”
This second term of Prosper’s phrase also has a very precise meaning in the mind of its original
author. “Legem credendi” should not be confused with the rule of faith, which would be better
expressed with the words “regula fidei.” This latter term is present at the dawn of Latin Christian
literature, when Tertullian uses it to designate the norm of belief handed over orally during the
catechumenate.(47) By Augustine’s time, the regula fidei “comprised all those doctrines on which the
universal Church had attained certainty, basing its development on a deeper understanding of
scripture, on the creeds, on tradition, liturgical practice, councils and the faith of the more mature
ecclesial members.”(48) Hence Augustine famously uses the term to describe what he embraces
upon his final conversion in the Confessions, with which Prosper is thoroughly familiar.(49)

Prosper does not refer to the “regula fidei” but to a “legem credendi”—something less encompassing
and more precise, for he uses it to indicate the doctrine of utter dependence on divine grace for
which he is arguing.(50) In other words, Prosper is not speaking about the law of belief in such a
manner as to be articulating a general hermeneutical principle for discerning it; he is speaking rather
about a particular law of belief, the one under discussion in the Indiculus.
The final step toward translating Prosper’s words “legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi” is to note that
they appear in a subjunctive clause preceded by “ut.” One might interpret it as a pure clause of
result, expressing “the result of the main verb in the form of a modifying clause.”(51) Thus the
clause “ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi,” as a whole literary unit, expresses the results of the
immediately preceding verb “celebrantur.” Prosper’s meaning, then, is this: “the sacraments of priestly
prayers ... are practiced so that (with the result that) a law of supplication (that is, the precept in 1
Tim 2:1-2 continuously realized in the prayers of Christians perhaps within but certainly without the
liturgy) places beyond dispute a law of belief (that is, Prosper’s doctrine on the relationship of grace
and free will).”(52) Far from stating a hermeneutical principle, Prosper is positing that in this
particular case an apostolic precept found in Scripture is so practiced that the result is a sure support
for the doctrine he is defending against Julian’s Pelagian positions.(53)
Prayer and Liturgy in the Indiculus
Although the “lex supplicandi” is not properly speaking liturgical, the Indiculus does provide an
indisputable example of a direct appeal to a liturgical rite for the purpose of bolstering a theological
position. It is found in chapter nine, the final chapter before the conclusion. There Prosper appeals
to the exorcisms and exsufflations that precede baptism even for infants as proof that the Pelagian
position espoused by Julian is not in keeping with ecclesiastical rules (ecclesiasticis regulis). While
Prosper claims that this practice is upheld throughout the Church, he does not assert that it is
handed down by the apostles (ab apostolis tradita) as he does with the “lex supplicandi:”(54)
We do not without purpose look closely also at what the holy Church does
uniformly throughout the world to those about to be baptized. When either little
children or youths come to the sacrament of regeneration, they do not proceed to
the font of life before the unclean spirit is driven from them by the exorcisms and
exsufflations of clergymen; so that it may truly appear, how ‘the prince of this world
is cast out’ (Jn 12:31), how ‘the strong one is first [prius] bound’ and then [deinceps]
‘his vessels are plundered’ (Mt 12:29), having been translated into the possession of
the victor who ‘leads captivity captive’ (Ps 97:19) and ‘gives gifts to men’ (Eph 4:8).
Therefore, by these ecclesiastical rules, and by documents endowed with divine
authority, thus with the Lord helping, we are strengthened so that we profess God
the author of all good desires and works, and of all good efforts, and of all virtues, by
which from the beginning of faith one is drawn near to God.(55)
The adverbs “prius” and “deinceps” indicate the temporal sequence within the rites of initiation
whereby the catechumen is first freed from the power of the devil through exorcisms, then reborn
as a child of God through baptism.(56) Prosper is again picking up on an argument utilized by his
master Augustine.(57) On numerous occasions Augustine appeals to the longstanding tradition of
exorcising and exsufflating infant catechumens in order to confound the proponents of Pelagian
anthropology, especially Julian.(58)

What place does this appeal to the liturgy occupy within the Indiculus? Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” does
not encompass the catechumenal exorcisms for two reasons, the first being the very precise referent
to 1 Timothy 2 discussed above. The second reason is that exsufflations and exorcisms are not
supplications or prayers of any sort addressed to God, but rebukes and commands in Christ’s name
addressed to the demon. According to Tertullian, Christians exorcize demons by their touch
(probably the laying on of hands), by their breath, and by their command, all of which receive power
from the name of Christ.(59) Exsufflations, which entail blowing into the face of the catechumen,
can only be interpreted as imprecatory rebukes directed at the power of the demon. These rites
simply cannot be interpreted as prayers. Hence the distinction between Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” in
chapter eight of the Indiculus and the appeal to catechumenal exorcisms in chapter nine is firm. He in
no way identifies “lex supplicandi” with the rites of the liturgy.
Does Prosper view liturgical rites as a source or equivalent of doctrine, as the frequent mis-citation
“lex orandi lex credendi” implies? The place of Prosper’s appeal to the Pauline “lex supplicandi” and the
catechumenal rites of exorcism is not evident when he sets forth the purpose of the Indiculus in the
work’s preface. There he explains that this brief catalogue is written to rebuke those who
erroneously
profess to follow and to admit only those things which the most holy see of the
blessed apostle Peter, through the ministry of its prelates, sanctioned and taught
against the enemies of God’s grace. It was necessary diligently to inquire what the
rulers of the Roman Church had judged concerning the heresy which had arisen in
their times and what they approved that should be held concerning the grace of God
against the most injurious defenders of free will. Thus we also attached some
judgments of African councils which the apostolic bishops certainly have made their
own, since they have approved them.(60)
Prosper is appealing to the judgments of the bishop of Rome, and in this case to those judgments
alone, as authoritative sources determining the true teaching on grace and free will. Hence he views
the teachings of the African councils as authoritative insofar as they are sanctioned by that same
Roman bishop. The lines with which Prosper concludes the Indiculus are similar:
For a profession of faith in the doctrine on the grace of God, from whose action and
mercy nothing whatever may be withdrawn, we consider amply sufficient what the
writings of the Apostolic See, as given above in these articles, have taught us. We
cannot consider as in any way in keeping with the Catholic faith whatever is contrary
to these propositions.(61)
Prosper reflects a type of theological approach first seen in the papal decretals of Siricius (384-399),
Anastasius I (399-401), and Innocent I (401-417). Their conscious use of juristic words such as
“decernimus,” “iudicamus,” and “pronuntiamus” illuminates the background in which the popes sought to
establish legal jurisdiction over the entire Church.(62) The increasing authority of the Roman see
was not simply a delusion of those who occupied it; Prosper certainly subscribed to it as well. Hence
he appeals to the authority of the judgments or pronouncements of the apostolic see in these
passages of the Indiculus.(63) Prosper’s polemical works are characterized by the “method of
authority,” whereby he refutes opponents with citations from authorities, among whom the bishops
of Rome are prominent.(64) In keeping with this character, Prosper appealed to Pope Celestine in an

attempt to procure the condemnation of what he deemed Pelagianism among the monks of
southern Gaul, and he continually upheld the see of Rome as a model for the whole Church.(65)
Moreover, neither the “lex supplicandi” in chapter eight of the Indiculus nor the appeal to prebaptismal rites in chapter nine seem to qualify as judgments of the Roman see. Given the lack of
mention of any category that obviously would include them as sources of doctrine in the
introduction and the conclusion, one must ask how Prosper saw them as such. There are at least
three possible explanations, which are not mutually exclusive. First, Prosper does not consider the
Church’s prayer and liturgical rites as sources of doctrine but uses them to reaffirm the authority of
his primary source on this issue, the Roman see. Second, Prosper believes that the Church’s prayer
and liturgy are sources of doctrine insofar as they are sanctioned and practiced by the Roman see.
“The ‘liturgical argument,’” writes one commentator on Indiculus, “is not restricted to prayer, nor is it
distinct from the official citations. In other words, the authority of the popes and the authority of
the church’s sacramental practice are as one.”(66) Third, Prosper believes the import of the Church’s
prayer and liturgy are evident only in light of the authoritative teachings of the apostolic see. These
various possible explanations demonstrate the difficulty of interpreting Prosper’s phrase. It is
obscure, if not silent, on the very subject about which it is commonly taken as an authoritative
statement.
Conclusions and Implications
After uttering his warning against the axiom “lex orandi lex credendi,” Pius XII goes on to cite
Prosper’s phrase more accurately within a passage that raises a number of important points:
[W]henever there was question of defining a truth revealed by God, the Sovereign
Pontiffs and the Councils, when they have drawn from the ‘theological sources,’ as
they are called, have not seldom taken many an argument from this sacred
discipline.... Similarly when some doubtful and controversial truth was being
discussed, the Church and the Holy Fathers have not failed also to seek light from
the venerable rites handed down from antiquity. Hence that well-known and
venerable maxim is held: Legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi. Therefore the sacred
liturgy neither decides nor determines absolutely by its own power the Catholic faith;
but rather, since it is also a profession of heavenly truths, which is subject to the
supreme teaching authority of the Church, it can supply arguments and testimonies,
not of any small moment, for the purpose of determining a particular point of
Christian doctrine. But if we wish to differentiate and describe those reasons which
intervene between faith and the sacred liturgy in absolute and general terms, it can be
said justly and worthily, Lex credendi legem statuat supplicandi.... From time immemorial
the ecclesiastical hierarchy has exercised this right in liturgical matters, by organizing
and regulating divine worship, and by enriching it constantly with new splendor and
beauty, to the glory of God and the progress of Christians.(67)
Does the pope go too far when he inverts the original phrase to read “lex credendi legem statuat
supplicandi”? Paul De Clerk thinks so, for he writes,
Here our adage is purely and simply turned upside down!... What is regrettable is that
in rejecting a one-sided understanding of the dogma-liturgy relationship, the

encyclical had purely and simply reversed it, in wrongfully calling upon a traditional
adage which it made to say the opposite of its obvious meaning, and at the same time
in not allowing itself to be instructed by the living tradition.(68)
It seems rather that it is De Clerk who goes too far. He too readily slips into the view that Prosper
understands “lex supplicandi” as having temporal or logical priority over “lex credendi,” which in this
case is a position on divine grace and human free will.(69) “Statuat” does not indicate such priority in
this context.(70) Prosper perceives prayer (according to the scriptural apostolic precept) and
doctrine (according to the teachings of the Roman see) as mutually informing one another. Indeed,
Pius XII’s inversion of the phrase is a self-evident truth(71) to which Prosper certainly subscribes.
Prosper seeks to prove not only that the doctrine he supports is the teaching of the Church now, but
that it has always been; just as he believes he is explaining what has always been the relationship
between divine grace and human free will. For Prosper, the fact that the Pauline “lex supplicandi” has
been in effect from apostolic times proves that his “lex credendi,” a particular position on grace and
free will, also dates to apostolic times. The Church has always prayed this way because it has always
believed this way.(72) Hence the ancient tradition of intercessory prayer in the Church confirms the
antiquity of the doctrine articulated by the Roman pontiffs closer to Prosper’s time.
Where both Pius XII and De Clerk go astray is in assuming that Prosper’s “lex supplicandi” refers to
the liturgy. In fact it refers first and foremost to intercessory prayer, and secondarily but not
necessarily to that type of prayer within the liturgy. In the eighth chapter of the Indiculus, Prosper
views the intercessory prayer of the Church as valuable for clarifying a particular point of Christian
doctrine; in the ninth he sees particular liturgical rites as doing the same, yet he does not perceive
these rites of chapter nine as falling within the “lex supplicandi” of chapter eight. Furthermore, both
such intercessions and the particular practice of pre-baptismal exorcisms and exsufflations appear
within the competence of what Prosper here cites as the teaching authority of the Church—the
bishop of Rome. Thus the introduction and the conclusion of the Indiculus indicate that the primary
source for doctrine on this difficult question of grace and free will is the judgment of the apostolic
see. Even the normative force of the Pauline “lex supplicandi” in 1 Timothy 2:1-2 stems, in this
context, from its approval by the bishop of Rome, along with its universal observance. Prosper’s “lex
supplicandi,” then, is first a scriptural precept. He reads it as a “locus theologicus” in light of a “lex
credendi” more clearly articulated by the teaching authority of the Roman see, which in turn is
supported by the praxis of this apostolic “lex supplicandi.”(73) The two mutually witness to the truth
of Prosper’s doctrinal positions. Neither has logical or temporal precedence over the other, and
neither is intended to be seen as a broad category referring to anything more than the particular
items under discussion.
One can consider Prosper’s phrase (“ut legem credendi lex statuat supplicandi”) a hermeneutical principle
or statement of theological method only by taking it out of context. The axiom as it is commonly
worded (“lex orandi lex credendi”) and understood is not a tradition handed down from early
Christianity, but rather a recent theological invention of dubious merit. •
Notes
1. Technically, the axiom consists of two nouns in the nominative case, each with a gerund in the

genitive. The gerund is a verbal noun with an active meaning—corresponding to the English gerund.
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“l’agacement intellectuel provoqué par l’usage banal de l’adage,” in “Lex orandi, lex credendi: un
principe heuristique,” La Maison-Dieu 222, no. 2 (2000): 61. For a very different perspective
critiquing the use of the phrase by Modernists, particularly George Tyrrell, see Herman A. P.
Schmidt, Introductio in liturgiam occidentalem (Rome: Herder, 1960), 134-136.
3. “Unde effatum illud: ‘Lex orandi, lex credendi’. Verumtamen non ita docet, non ita praecipit
Ecclesia.” Pius XII, “Mediator Dei et hominum,” Acta Apostolicae Sedis 39 (1947): 540 (nos. 46-47).
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“ubicumque rite adhiberi potest notum illud pronuntiatum: Lex precandi lex credendi est.” Pius XII,
“Divino afflante Spiritu,” Acta Apostolicae Sedis 35 (1943): 311 (no. 26). Pius XI cited the phrase as it
originally appeared in the fifth century, as shall be demonstrated shortly: “Quapropter Caelestinus I
fidei canonem expressum esse censebat in venerandis liturgiae formulis; ait enim: ‘legem credendi lex
statuat supplicandi.’” Pius XI, “Divini cultus,” Acta Apostolicae Sedis 21 (1929): 33. Elsewhere he altered
only the mood of the verb: “in hac vero laudatione Christi Regis perpetua pulcherrimus nostrorum
et orientalium rituum concentus facile deprehenditur, ut etiam hoc in genere valeat illud: Legem
credendi lex statuit supplicandi.” Pius XI, “Quas primas,” Acta Apostolicae Sedis 17 (1925): 598 (no. 12).
For a discussion on these and other documents in which Roman pontiffs addressed the relation
between faith and the liturgy from the eighteenth century to the mid-twentieth, see Herman A. P.
Schmidt, “Lex orandi lex credendi in recentioribus documentis pontificiis,” Periodica de re morali
canonica liturgica 40 (1951): 5-28. Schmidt discusses the striking instances of appeal to this relation in
the solemn definitions of the doctrines of the Immaculate Conception (1854) and the Assumption
(1950).
4. It is also known as Praeteritorum sedis apostolicae episcoporum auctoritates de gratia dei et libero voluntatis
arbitrio; Regulae apostolicae sedis.
5. The nineteenth century editor J. P. Migne includes it in his volume of Prosper’s writings.
Admonitio, PL 51:201-202. The arguments for Prosper’s authorship, however, are most convincingly
put forth in D. M. Cappuyns, “L’origine des capitula pseudo-Célestiniens contre le
semipélagianisme,” Revue Bénédictine 41 (1929): 156-170. Prosper’s English translator notes that
Cappuyns “has established the Prosperian origin of the pseudo-Celestian captula,” and so includes it
in a volume of Prosper’s writings. P. De Letter, Prosper of Aquitaine: Defense of St. Augustine
(Westminster MD: Newman Press, 1963), 232 n. 1. Arturo Elberti bolsters the case for the
attribution by noting the Indiculus’ points of convergence with Prosper’s other works in terms of
literary genre, selection of authorities cited, language, and style. Arturo Elberti, Prospero d’Aquitania:
teologo e discepolo (Rome: Edizioni Dehoniane, 1999), 67-71.

6. “Siendo así las cosas, la presencia de Julián en Roma en 439 es la única históricamente contrastada
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en Roma con posterioridad a la primera expulsión de Italia del de Eclana.... Próspero elabora, según
la [now lost] fuente de Focio, opúsculos polémicos contra la herejía; el Syllabus podría ser uno de
ellos.” Raúl Villegas Marín, “En polémica con Julián de Eclanum: por una nueva lectura del Syllabus
de gratia de Próspero de Aquitania,” Augustinianum 43 (2003): 117; see also 119-120. Marín
convincingly argues for this contextualization of the Indiculus. He picks up on a theory initially set
forth without much elaboration in Trevor Jalland, The Life and Times of Pope St. Leo the Great (London:
Society for Promoting Christian Knowledge, 1941), 36-37. In his Chronicle Prosper records the
condemnation of Julian of Eclanum in the year 439. Sixtus was pope at the time, but Leo assisted
him in his capacity as a deacon. Prosperus, Epitoma chronicon 1336, Monumenta Germaniae historica inde
ab anno Christi quingentesimo usque ad annum millesimum et quingentesimum: auctores antiquissimi, 15 vols.
(Berlin: Weidmannos, 1877-1919), vol. 9, p. 477. On Julian’s rejection at Rome, and the role of the
deacon who was to become Pope Leo the Great in it, see Josef Lössl, Julian von Aeclanum: Studien zu
seinem Leben, seinem Werk, seiner Lehre und ihrer Überlieferung (Leiden: Brill, 2001), 319-321.
7. Neuner and Dupuis describe the Indiculus as “a summary of the doctrine of grace, based on papal
pronouncements, the decrees of African Councils which had subsequently received papal approval,
and the Church’s faith as expressed mainly in her liturgy.” J. Neuner and J. Dupuis, The Christian
Faith in the Doctrinal Documents of the Catholic Church, 5th ed. (New York: Alba House, 1990), 602. For a
more detailed description of the Indiculus that places it within the wider context of developments in
Prosper’s thought during the semi-Pelagian controversy, see Rebecca Harden Weaver, Divine Grace
and Human Agency: A Study of the Semi-Pelagian Controversy (Macon, GA: Mercer University Press,
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supplicandi. Cum enim sanctarum plebium praesules mandata sibimet legatione fungantur apud
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resipiscant, ut schismatici spiritum redivivae charitatis accipiant, ut lapsis poenitentiae remedia
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correctione referantur.” Prosper of Aquitaine, Liber praeteritorum sedis apostolicae episcoporum auctoritates
de gratia dei et libero voluntatis arbitrio VIII, PL 51:209-210, my translation. De Letter provides a rather
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11.“Obsecro igitur primo omnium fieri obsecrationes, postulationes, gratiarum actiones pro
omnibus hominibus, pro regibus, et omnibus qui in sublimitate sunt: ut quietam et tranquillum vitam
agamus in omni pietate et castitate. Hoc enim bonum est et acceptum coram Salvatore nostro Deo,
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Christianis.” Prosper of Aquitaine, De vocatione omnium gentium I.12, PL 51:664, my translation. Cf.
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